The Spanish Village Restaurant
4720 Almeda

Inter-state Repair Service

Auto
Truck
Tractors
Appliances
Lawn-mowers
Boat-motors
Foreign Cars

You sent fer a Expert?

728 Walnut
PE 2-3301

Columbus, Texas 78934
24 Hours Repair Service

Milchem

Houston, Texas

DRILLING FLUIDS
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
One of America's Great Financial Service Groups

AMERICAN GENERAL COMPANIES

Gus S. Wortham, Chairman  B. N. Woodson, President
THE SILENT MAJORITY SPEAKS OUT

An overwhelming majority of the eight hundred employees of Gulfport Shipbuilding Corporation have watched with dismay the events of recent weeks.

We have seen our President’s right to take action challenged by bearded moppets and students who lack judgment, experience or reason. We have seen state educational institutions, which we pay for, close their doors or condone these demonstrations. We have seen teachers, middle-aged adolescents whose salaries we pay, supply the impetus and encouragement for disorder. Although we see these things for what they are, we are continuously propagandized via news media that such actions are right and proper with the implication that the majority of Americans concur.

These actions are neither right nor proper and we have at long last completely lost our patience.

Therefore, we Gulfport employees, without regard to race, creed or political affiliation, wholeheartedly endorse the position of our President in using military rather than political strategy in Cambodia. We urge him to continue his efforts to remove our troops from Asian shores and that, in doing so, he take council from the Departments of Defense and State and other constitutional sources and not from the rabble that we have witnessed.

We shall not demonstrate and we shall not use vile language to make our point, but we insist that our voice and the voice of other loyal Americans be heard.

GULFPORT SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION
PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS
Bill Williams

Bill Williams Restaurant
6515 Main

Bill Williams Coffee Shop
806 Clay

Savage Style

University
MEN'S and BOY'S SHOP
"IN THE VILLAGE"

2402 University at Morningside
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF STORE

FOR TOPS in STYLE and QUALITY at POPULAR PRICES and FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
ED NIRKEN'S
BROWN
From jeans to velvet slacks . . .
from traditional to sleeveless suits . . .
from mini to midi to maxi
Find it all at Sakowitz
(Young Houstonian Shops,
Red Coach Rooms, Studio III)

compliments
of
Alamo Linen Service

HARPER ASSOCIATES
AMERICAN—284
Technical — Executive — Professional
PERSONNEL RECRUITING SPECIALISTS
Offices Coast to Coast
ENGINEERING • EDP • COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ACCOUNTING • ADMINISTRATIVE • SALES
Fees Paid by Client Firms
Free Resume Service

HARPER ASSOCIATES — HOUSTON, INC.
A. F. Sundermeyer, BSEE Rice ’54 — Director
806 MAIN, SUITE 1812 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
TELEPHONE (713) 225-1328

COLUMBIA DRILLING
TELEPHONE CA 4-9713 901 C & I BUILDING
It isn't just a coincidence that GULF PRINTING COMPANY is the leading printing company in the south. Rather, it's because of our devotion to the printing buyers of Houston that make us so. Everyday, we work toward that end—to give you the very finest in printing reproductions, regardless of the method used. See for yourself. Call us tomorrow. 529/4201

Fisher Construction Company
Houston Texas
Tel. 781/8370

Kelley Manufacturing Co.
HOUSTON • BIRMINGHAM • LOS ANGELES
General Offices: P.O. Box 1317, Houston, Texas 77001
First Entrance
Fifth Entrance
Today's students will provide the thought to build a new kind of tomorrow. Gas will provide the energy.

Unitedgas
Intercollege Court
Honour Council
A Rice University Grad You Should Know

R. R. (Bob) Robertson, Vice President in the National Department of First City National Bank, is a 1955 chemical engineering graduate of The Rice University with an MBA in finance. Bob is a good man to know as you climb the ladder of success in your chosen field. In case you're still mulling over your career plans, consider banking, a solid profession with a dynamic future. Ask Bob Robertson. He'll give you the facts.

Call him at CA 5-1271.

Enco Extra helps your car stay young.
Orchestra
THE BAND
offbeat

IT... IT'S TRUE... IT'S MY FAULT... ALL... MY... FAULT --!

WE DID NOT THINK... IT WOULD BE LIKE THIS!

maybe so! only i've out a bunch this is one dream with some meat on it. follow me!

what's this is insane! where are you going, captain?

IT'S MY FAULT... ALL... MY... FAULT --!

But enough of words! Dire deeds alone shall now carry the day!

"...the void. the pathway to our passers across. let those come now"

But, there is still time to hurl a potent spell...
Groups can sometimes grab you

HOW DARE YOU
SHOW YOUR FACE
BACK HERE?

PAY A LITTLE
ATTENTION...
TO YOUR WIFE...

---

LET THESE TEN
FAMOUS MEN SHOW YOU
THEIR SECRETS OF
SUCCESSFUL PHOTOGRAPHY.

---

CREATIVE

I'M
FREE!

THIS IS
BETTER
THAN I
DARED
HOPE!

---

Campanile 1970
Rice University
Houston 77001

YOU MADE ME A WIDOW

JOURNAL OF CIVILIZATION

MRUPEER II

WE'RE ON A
TOP-SECRET
MISSION! LIKE,
IT'S SO SECRET--

THEY WON'T
EVEN TELL US
ABOUT IT? WHAT'S
YOUR EXCUSE?

---

IT IS AS I
FEARED.
IN HIS CRAZED
LUST FOR POWER,
HE HAS LOST ALL
REASON!

I MUST DO...
WHAT I MUST!

---

ME? SURE.
LOG IT!

---

YOU MADE ME A WIDOW

---
It's home for about 30% of our approximately 4300 people. It's one of the most technically advanced buildings in this most modern, technically advanced city.

The Electric Tower is only the most obvious indication of our growth. We have the world's most advanced, computerized Energy Control Center under construction and nearing completion. Our new instantaneous data recall Customer Information System provides our service representatives with the information they need to handle any customer question or request within seconds.

Our management is looking ahead now to the end of the century. One day they may be thinking in terms of next week... the next day in terms of the year 2000. Anticipating problems that could arise and devising ways to solve them.

The challenge to us is staying ahead of the growth of the Houston-Gulf Coast, one of the most rapidly expanding sections of the country. We have to keep building and adding and planning to make sure we grow even more rapidly than our service area. All this requires talent... bright minds that aren't afraid of change or challenge, and in just about every field. We need people who can think about the problems of tomorrow while supplying the needs of today. There's no better way to grow than in a growing company serving a growing area. Let us tell you more. No matter what your major or graduation date, contact us for an interview.

Opportunities for: Engineers—Electrical, Civil, Mechanical, Chemical; Salesmen, Accountants, Computer Programmers, Home Economists, Secretaries, Business Administration and Liberal Arts graduates.

Houston Lighting & Power Company, P. O. Box 1700, Houston, Texas 77002.

Houston Lighting & Power Company
An equal opportunity employer
How to pan for gold by computer!

"Black gold," that is. Digicon Inc. is expert at using digital computers in processing and interpreting geophysical data. The company was formed in 1965 by seven young men who recognized that these advanced computer techniques could effectively assist the petroleum industry in its search for new oil reserves. They came to HB&T with their idea. It made sense and we bought it. Today, Digicon has six land and four marine seismic crews and one gravimetric-magnetometer crew continuously collecting data from all over the world. The tracked vehicle above is carrying seismometers at one of Digicon's locations on Alaska's North Slope. Houston Bank & Trust is in its 95th year of helping people convert sound ideas into successful business enterprises. Come see us.

Houston Bank & Trust

The bank with imagination
Member Federal Reserve System and F.D.I.C.
Graduating?

That's something to "owl" about!

RICE CAMPUS STORE

Visit our MINI-BANK
It's open 10 hours a day.

MARINE INSURANCE

7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

Adams & Porter

1101 Cotton Exchange Building
(713) 227-5181 • Houston, Texas

Established 1907
Jeff Cox
Rick Weber
Anne Jones
Lee Horstman
Mim John
Buford Alexander
Steve Bradshaw